
THE BOOK OF HEBREWS 
"The Son is Better Than Angels" 

Hebrews 1:4, 5 
 

1.  The N.T. revelation in the Person of the Lord Jesus Christ is in fact God's final glorious 
communication with man (v. 2).  To punctuate the exaltation of the Son, the Holy Spirit 
expresses six distinct truths concerning our Lord's Person and Word (vv. 2-3: Heir, Creator, 
Revealer, Maintainer, Purifier, Ruler).  All i s perfection in Him. 
 
2.  As Ruler, attention is fixed on His exaltation as the incarnate Son of God.  Interestingly, this 
points to His superiority over angels in His historic work.  Jewish li fe held angels in prominence 
because of their place in the giving of the Law (Acts 7:53; Gal. 3:19).  Clearly Christ is better 
than angels. 
 
3.  A series of statements are given to demonstrate the priority of our Lord over angels.  
Moreover, by showing that the one Mediator (Jesus Christ) is superior to the mediators of the 
O.T., it is shown that the N.T. revelation in the Son takes precedence over the O.T. 
 
4.  Now follow what is written about the Son in contrast with angels.  Observe the facts. 
 
1.  What is AFFIRMED   v. 4 
 
     a.  By Declaration   v. 4a 
          The verb "made" is not the ordinary one ( �� �� � � poieo) but one better rendered "become" 
( �� �	 
�� � �	  genomenos).  This is a great contrast with the verb ( �� � �� �

 denoting His essential 
deity (v. 3).  Although lower than the angels (Heb. 2:7, 9), He is now higher by glorification 
(Phil 2:6-8).  Hence, this statement in no way impinges on His deity, but avers the boundaries of 
His incarnation. 
 
          "So much" ( �� �� �� ���� tosouto) is an idiom peculiar to Hebrews (7:20; 10:25).  Linked to 
it is the term "better" ( �� �� ��  !" kretton) to demonstrate Jesus' superiority.  Incidentally, 
"better" is found 13 times in Hebrews and only seven times elsewhere in the N.T.  Now as 
noted, angels played an important role in the giving of the Law (Acts 7:53), but they are 
subordinate to the Son! 
 
     b.  By Explanation 
          The reason Jesus is superior to angels is given.  The moral excellence of our Lord is not at 
stake, rather His position as Man in the Glory is emphasized (2:10; 5:9; 7:23).  He is over all 
God blessed forever (Ro. 9:5). 
 
          The verb "hath inherited" ( #$ # %& '( )( *�+ & #$ ) kekleronomeken) is a perfect tense.  It 
states He came into this inheritance in the past and  there are abiding results.  Indeed He still 
inherits for the present is underscored by the perfect.  How great His inheritance is may be 
determined by the comparative adjective "more excellent" (

,- ./ 01 23�4 51 06  diaforoteron).  Its 
meaning really is "more different" since the root of the adjective means "different."  So the Lord 
is different in superiority with the added concept of comparison marked by the grammatical 
form used. 
 
          "Name" ( 7 8:9 7; < onoma) stands for the possession of the sum of His attributes, the whole 
of His revealed nature, character, and work.  Therefore, taken alongside of the angels, a definite 
group of beings ( => ?�@ AB:C C DEF > @  ton angelon),  the "Name" of our Lord is "more different" than 
theirs.  Glory! 
 

Note:  Jesus Christ became "so much better" than angels as a group, inasmuch as He inherited  
and still  possesses a "Name" which is different in superiority to them (angels). 
 
2.  What is QUOTED 
  
     Admittedly, only those who accept the Bible as God' s Word will heed the argument presented 
here.  It' s all an appeal to the O.T. Scriptures.  After all, the Bible is its best interpreter.  It is the 
Sword of the Spirit (Mt. 4:1-11; Eph. 6:17).  Dependence upon any other ground for one' s 
defense is utterly foolish.  God spare us from the control of any discipline save that of the 
inspired Scriptures.  The heart which is really interested to know the Truth will know it (Jn 
7:17).  It may well be considered that the seven passages (Ps 2:7; 2 Sam. 7:14; Ps 72:7; Isa. 7:7; 
Deut. 32:2:45; Ps 104:4; Ps 45:6, 7; Ps 102:25-27; Ps 110:1) are descriptive of the "Son" from 
His Incarnation to His Glory.  
 
     a.  Christ' s Position as Son   v. 5 
 
          1)  A question raised.  Man' s memory is challenged to present a single verse which would 
affirm the sonship of angels in the same way the Lord is Son to the Father.  That is the force of 
"at any time" ( GH = D pote).  Angels indeed may be referred to as "sons of God" (plural), but no 
single angel is called the "Son of God" like the Messiah (Job 1:6; 38:7).  So the stress is on 
individualization.  Angels, like Adam, are sons of God by creation (cf. Gen. 5:1; Lk 3:38).  The 
Lord Jesus holds a unique position of Sonship to the Father (Jn 3:16; Heb. 11:17) and so do 
believers (Gal. 3:26). 
 
          2)  A testimony provided.  Two Scriptures are invoked to answer the question raised: 
 
               a)  Scripture Number One 
 
                    The first is from the Psalms and found elsewhere  in the N.T. (Ps. 2:7; Acts 13:33-
35; Ro. 1:4; Heb. 5:5).  Included in the verb "begotten" (perfect tense, C DC DE @ @ IJ A gegenneka) 
are two basic concepts: (a)  Eternal Sonship and (b) the Incarnation, albeit not by direct 
reference.  However, the controlling thought is the act by which God the Father established an 
official declaration of the Son' s character as "Son of God."  This was done by the Son' s 
resurrection (Ro. 1:4).  No angel has ever had such a declaration and been so acclaimed. 
 
               b)  Scripture Number Two 
 
                    Now the second text comes from a context relating to the seed of David and its 
place in God' s purpose (2 Sam. 7:14).  The Davidic Covenant is primary to his future seed.  
However, locally the reference of the text (2 Sam. 7) is to Solomon, but the things stated could 
not refer to David' s physical seed only.  The seed of David is identified in the predictions with 
the seed of Abraham (Gen. 22:15) and with the seed of the woman (Gen. 3:15).  Messiah, God' s 
Son, alone can fulfill what is written here. 
 
Conclusion Angels have a special place in giving  the O.T. and therefore are given particular 
attention.  Nonetheless, our Lord is better than the angels having inherited a "more different" 
Name than they.  Moreover, by nature of His eternal generation, becoming incarnate, and 
declared to be God' s unique Son by resurrection, our Lord is preeminent.  Hallelujah!           


